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Our History | Story
The Old Edmac was a distributor of industrial compressed air
equipment in the southeastern USA representing leading lines such
as Atlas Copco, Roots Blowers, and Gardner Denver - Rietschle.
Edmac was purchased by Atlas Copco in 2006 and now functions as
an entity within the Atlas Copco Group. Tom Eshelman Sr., father of
Tom Jr., and Robert, purchased Edmac, along with Frank Driscoll, in
1974. The Eshelman family purchased Driscoll’s shares in 1992.
In the early 1980s, Edmac began to sell Atlas Copco air compressors
to the textile industry in North Carolina and became one of Atlas
Copco’s largest U.S. distributors.

The Company
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Mission | Vision Statement

Our Strategy

Edmac is a global supplier of aftermarket and OEM compressor
parts and provider of technical support. We will become the
number one supplier of aftermarket parts for all brands (that are
not part of the Atlas Copco family), and the go-to technical support
destination for compressor service providers across the globe.

Edmac will target Service Providers for Compressor and Vacuum
products who want the right part or accessory in a reliable delivery
time at a fair price. Edmac customers will value customer service,
technical knowledge and trust in a brand who will “do what they
say” over the lowest price.

Our primary focus is customer satisfaction; we strive to show our
customers that we are easy to work with by giving them a simple
transaction experience. Our hope is that customers feel confident
that they are getting the right part for their job at a fair price when
they follow our advice

We will offer a full range of aftermarket parts and accessories for all
major compressor brands (except Atlas Copco brands). We will use
our expertise in sourcing and market knowledge to supplement the
full aftermarket offering with a select range of OEM parts.
We will focus on quality aftermarket parts and accessories that add
value to our service provider customers in their durability, quality
and fit for purpose. We will not provide low quality, low price,
“pirate parts”.

The Edmac team is focused to help our service providers, give their
customers the best value possible and motivated to gain market
share through innovation, the best customer service and deep
understanding of our markets.
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We will differentiate our position in the market place through
quality of customer service, technical knowledge, full range of
aftermarket products and our unique global leverage in sourcing.
We will understand our service provider’s business and focus on
partnering with them to add value to their customers.
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Identity
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How We Want to be
Edmac is a small company that makes big impacts. Our family
oriented atmosphere is conveyed to our customers so they know
we will do everything we can for them. We want to reflect on where
we came from and where we want to go. Edmac is a brand that
stands out from the rest and strives to continue improving our
communication and service to our customers.

Knowledgeable
Edmac is a global supplier of aftermarket and OEM compressor
parts and provider of technical support. Edmac will be your
go-to technical support destination for compressor service
providers across the globe. We will use our expertise in sourcing
and market knowledge to supplement the full aftermarket offering
with a select range of OEM parts. We are committed to getting our
customers the information and knowledge that they need to make
informed decisions on the parts they need.

What We Stand By
Edmac’s Identity is defined as Knowledgeable, Reliable, Efficient,
Committed, and Customer Focused. As a company, everything that
we are doing will be compliant to our identity and what we stand
by.
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Reliable

Efficient

Edmac’s customers will always be able to rely on us to get what
they need. From making sure our customers are receiving the
correct parts to answering questions about orders and helping
resolve any problems that may arise as quick as possible. We will
focus on quality aftermarket parts and accessories that add value to
our service provider customers in their durability, quality and fit for
purpose. We will not provide low quality, low price, “pirate parts”.

When it comes to responding to customers or getting a customers
parts shipped out. Edmac will do everything we can to be timely
and get the job done to the best of our ability.
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Committed

Customer Focused

Edmac customers will value customer service, technical knowledge
and trust in a brand who will “do what they say” over the lowest
price. With a total of 240 years of experience and growing within
our team we care deeply for our company and customers and are
willing to do whatever it takes.

Edmac revolves around our customers and doing everything that
we can to get our customers the parts they need for the right price
with the best quality. Customers are the most important part of
Edmac and it is our goal to satisfy their compressor and part needs.
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Culture
Distributor

An agent who supplies goods to stores and other businesses that
sell to consumers.
An entity that buys noncompeting products or product lines, warehouses them, and resells them to retailers or direct to the end users
or customers. Most distributors provide strong manpower and cash
support to the supplier or manufacturer’s promotional efforts. They
usually also provide a range of services (such as product information, estimates, technical support, after-sales services, credit) to
their customers.

Voice and Tone
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Requirements for market participation. – Required expertise.
Differentiation opportunity – potential growth
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Talking to Customers

Verbiage

When talking with customers, Edmac will always be professional in
addressing the customer’s concerns and helping with their inquiries. It is important for Edmac to always be understanding and
listen to all that the customer has to say, regardless of the problem
or task. Arguing with customers is not the Edmac way. Instead,
we listen and do all we can to assist the customer with what they
need and want. Keeping customers informed from the start of their
inquiry to the delivery of goods is the daily goal at Edmac. Edmac
will be prompt and up front with customers and make sure they are
informed and updated with what is going on with their request or
order.

The verbiage used when talking to customers makes a big impact
on how a company is perceived. Interaction between employee and
customer can deliver a good or bad experience. One bad experience with a company can make a customer choose another provider and tarnish Edmac’s reputation. Edmac employees will speak
with customers in a professional and polite manner in person, over
the phone, and through messaging on email or our website. As
most correspondence is over the internet (digital) or phone, proper usage or words definitely makes an impact on how Edmac as a
whole is perceived.

Edmac centers around the customer and does everything possible
to get the needed parts for the best price with the best quality.
Customers are very important and it is Edmac’s goal to satisfy their
compressor part needs in a professional manner.
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When speaking with customers, it is important to take your time to
ensure that the customer feels heard and understood. Each customer is important and so are their needs. Reading emails or messages thoroughly before sending can limit mistakes and also make
sure that the meaning of the message is received as it is intended.
Word choice is most important with messages on the internet because there are no facial expressions and tone of voice to consider.
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Who are Our Customers
Any individual or business in need of a replacement air compressor
part can find both the product and service they need at Edmac.
Since air compressors are used in a wide variety of applications,
our customers come from many different industries, including the
automotive, railway, textile, food and beverage, glass manufacturing, and pharmaceutical industries. Even the average Joe—intent on
pumping up his child’s basketball—and the local brewery—eager
to bottle and label their recipe—can count on Edmac to provide the
necessary replacement parts with efficiency and expertise.

Ideals | Motives | Goals

Customer Base | Audience
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At Edmac, customer satisfaction is our first priority. Our team has
increased by 60% over the last two years and continues to grow in
order to guarantee that our customers gain easy access to industry-leading experience and advice. Edmac strives to deliver customer service that makes transactions simple and gives customers
confidence in their purchases. We understand that our customers
can’t afford downtime – not even for a minute. It is therefore our
goal to deliver products quickly and ensure that their businesses are
operating again as soon as possible. Furthermore, we provide the
best value possible since our aftermarket product quality aligns with
the highest OEM compressor standards.
23

How to Assist Customers

Marketing to Customer Base

Edmac is a customer based company, and our customers are a very
big part to what we do at Edmac. We revolve around our customers
and doing everything that we can to get our customers the parts
they need for the right price with the best quality. Customers are
the most important part of Edmac and it is our goal to satisfy
their compressor and part needs. We want to make sure when
corresponding to customers that we answer their every need in
full and making sure not to miss anything. When assisting and
responding to customers we want to make sure we are getting
the parts that they want and getting them shipped out in a timely
manner. It is important to let the customer know that Edmac will do
everything we can to be timely and get the job done to the best of
our ability.

We want to market to our Customer base in a way that best
represents Edmac as a whole. Our Branding is all geared to target
the customer base that we work with. All marketing should be
clean and simple so that when customers are interacting with our
marketing they get the information that they need along with
visuals that represent us and what we offer.

Edmac’s customers should know that they will always be able to rely
on us to get what they need. From making sure our customers are
receiving the correct parts to answering questions about orders and
helping resolve any problems that may arise as quick as possible.
We will focus on quality aftermarket parts and accessories that add
value to our service to provide customers durability, quality and fit
for purpose.
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Following the branding within marketing is important to keep
everything consistent and recognizable for customers to know
they are dealing with a company that is seasoned and professional.
Everything always comes back to marketing and even though
customers would think they don’t notice marketing, they really do.
Customers notice the marketing and it makes a big impact on what
our customers do and how we progress as a company based on
how marketing interacts with our customers.
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Writing Style
When talking and communicating with customers Edmac’s writing
style should stay as consistent as possible throughout the company.
Edmac’s writing style should consist of professional, clean, clear,
and correct content. No matter the customer or instance all
messages should be thorough and given the attention needed and
deserved. While writing Edmac will always keep in mind our identity
and what we stand for.

Communication with Customers

Communication
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When communicating with customers we always want to take the
time necessary to answer there request or inquiry to the extent
needed. Making sure to explain everythign to the fullest while
staying in line with our identity as a company. Communication is
a huge part of Edmac and is how we grow and stay loyal to our
customers to make sure they have the best experience possible
with Edmac.
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Photographic Style
The Edmac photographic style will stay consistent with our
brand keeping all imagery clean, clear and crisp. We want our
photography to reflect our products and their performance. We will
use a shallow depth of field on photos for graphics and marketing
material to bring a graphic photographic style to the images. All
Images should be 90% or more black and white unless they are
product images for the website.

Photography
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How to Use Photography
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How not to use Photography
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Textures and Backgrounds
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Logo and Tagline
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The Edmac logo is what we will be known by and what a lot of
Edmac branding stands for. The logo is a representation of the
company and what we stand for as a company.
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Edmac Logo
Primary

36

Secondary
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Logo Sizing
Safety Area

Minimum Size

X

3/4"

X

X

X

1 1/2"

X
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X
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What Not to do with Logo

E

edmac
40

EDMAC

compressor parts
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What Logo to Use & When
Edmac Logo with URL

Red Edmac Logo

Promotional info and products that are the right size and are given
away to customers.

White Edmac Logo

Marketing material that is going out to customers that helps to promote the company and the getting people to use the website.

Forms that are going out to customers and vendors
Presentations, so that at all times everything is directed back to the
website.
Edmac Logo without URL

Marketing material that is too small to have the URL using the minimum size guidelines

The red edmac logo is the primary logo and should be the logo
that is used whenever it is possible. The red logo shouldn’t be used
when the background and the logo don’t contrast enough.
The white logo is the secondary color for the logo. When the logo
can’t be in red the white one should be used so that it is clear, clean
and crisp on the background it us on.
Black Edmac Logo

The black logo is the third option if the other two colors don’t have
enough contrast. Black is only to be used if it works best for the
application.

Promotional material that includes things that are worn, are too
small to have the URL using the minimum sizing guidelines.
Business documents that are used for official purposes.
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Photography
Using Logo in Photography

When using the logo in photography it can be placed on top of an
image as long at the contrast is good. The image should be at 50%
or less as well when the logo is placed on top of any photography.
The red Edmac logo is the one that should be used unless the logo
does not contrast well with the image and then in that case it can
either be the white or black logo.

www.edmac.com | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Your Air End Service

375 College St. Forsyth, GA 31029
Phone: 704-504-4063
Fax: 866-355-3383
email: po@edmac.com

7 Ways to Shorten Turn-Around Time:
1. Before shipping, cover all ports, especially the intake. Remove
all piping! Secure air end on pallet or ship in crate.
2. Include company name, contact person and phone number
(use e.g. Edmac packing slip).
3. Include make, model and serial number of the compressor
unit (not the air end). In case of a fast turn-around, we would
appreciate this information prior to receipt of the air end.
4. Always notify us prior to any direct shipments from your
customers to us.
5. Notify us in advance if the air end will be stored for a certain
period.
6. Provide us with a purchase order at your earliest possible
convenience.
7. Let us know how and to which address you would like the air
end returned.

3 Other Important Things:
Shipping insurance is mandatory when we return your air end
prepaid.
On receipt of your air end: Check for freight damage and notify
us immediately of any damage.
Return of the completed WARRANTY REGISTRATION is required
within 10 days of installation.
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Lubricant Rebuild
Warranties

Edmac Compressor Parts

Your Air End Service

375 College St. Forsyth, GA 31029
Phone: 704-504-4063
Fax: 866-355-3383
email: po@edmac.com

Compressor Parts Made Simple
For customers that qualify for the Limited Warranty Plan,
Edmac warrants that use of Edmac Lubricants on a rotary
screw compressor will maintain typical operation of the
compressor’s air end during normal use. Subject to the terms
and conditions set forth in this Limited Warranty Plan, Edmac
will cover the repair or rebuild costs on all units that become
defective during the warranty term.

Marketing
Using Logo in Marketing

All marketing material that is being given to customers or used to
inform customers should have the logo on it. If possible the logo
should be the one with the URL but more specifics are listed in the
when to use which logo. Having the logo on marketing material it
important to make sure to keep the brand consistent to customers
and that they are constantly reminded of who we are. Our brand
is also a reflection on the company and what we stand for so it is
important to have on our marketing material.

Edmac will offer a 5-Year Air End Limited Warranty on all
rotary screw compressors that meet the qualifying criteria
described below. This warranty is to be renewed on an annual
basis to ensure proper maintenance of the compressor
through renewal of the annual service contract.
The Distributor will purchase any Edmac oil , as well as all
air filter, oil filter, and separator elements in all warranted
systems. The five (5) year Air End Limited Warranty will be
annually renewable on the anniversary date of the original
agreement. At that time, the upcoming year’s supply of
lubricant, air filters, oil filters, and separators must be
purchased. Quantities are based on the recommendation of
the Compressor Manufacturer. The distributor will also cover
the cost of all reasonable travel time, labor, freight, and other
expenses that are incurred as a result of the air end removal
and re-installation. (Continued on back)

Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Dear Valued Customer,
We would like to bring to your attention a few points which we consider extremely important for
smoother and faster handling of the air end rebuilding and shipping process. Please also read the
attached warranty coverage terms & conditions carefully so there will be no misunderstanding at
a later time.
We kindly ask that you submit Make, Model and Serial number of the Compressor unit
(not the air end). This will significantly speed up the parts ordering process and shorten
the turn-around time. (Please place with shipping documents or notify us by phone, fax
or email).
Please include your company name, contact person and phone number. We have attached a sample packing slip with fields for the required information. Feel free to use it or
please include all information on your own form.
Please let us know in advance when your customer ships the air end directly to us. We
often receive direct shipments from your customers without any hint to who the reseller
(our customer) might be.
When shipping an air end for rebuilding, please consider covering/taping the inlet before transport. Covering the inlet is mandatory when you return an air end for warranty
evaluation! All kinds of debris can enter the air end during transport and could lead to
false assumption of what exactly caused the failure. It also leads to renewed complete
disassembly and re-cleaning of the air end meanwhile e.g. only a seal would need to be
replaced.
We will strictly work by Purchase order. If desired, we will send you a written estimate.
However, the final price (standard or extensive rebuild) can only be confirmed after the air
end has been disassembled and evaluated. Please submit your Purchase Order as soon as
possible to keep storage / down time to a minimum.

Newsletter
The Edmac Team hopes your Year is off to a great Start!
Hello and welcome to 2019. My name is Andy Bardsley and I am the new GM here
at Edmac Compressor Parts. I have been involved with Industrial distribution for
over 20 years prior to this opportunity and I am excited by what I see here. Edmac
is a fast-growing, dynamic company with one of the most customer focused,
knowledgeable, and dedicated teams I have ever seen. Our goal is to continue
to focus on our customers and to be the best partner we can to compressor
and vacuum service providers. As we continue to grow, we will continue to
add products to our portfolio and industry experts to our team to maintain our
leadership position in the market.

News
•

We are now oﬀering
Centrifugal parts to our
customers! Go check out the
website at https://www.
edmac.com/centrifugal
for more information and be
on the lookout for our new
Centrifugal parts.

•

For basic information
regarding our website,
please visit our FAQs section
to learn more. If you have a
question that is not anwered
there please give our sales
team a call at 800-8662959 or email parts@
edmac.com

•

Check out our social media
pages on Faceboook and
LinkedIn to stay up to date
on what is going on with
Edmac.

As part of our journey, we have decided to begin this regular newsletter to update
you on some of the improvements we are making to Edmac. Over the course of
the year, we will introduce you, in more detail, to the members of our team. To
update you on some the recent progress:
We recently implemented a new regional sales/support structure to better
connect with our customers. This organizes our teams into the same
regions that our customers operate in by adding both inside and ﬁeld
based support.
We added 2 very experienced regional sales representatives to the team
who will improve our response time and our overall team knowledge.
Chris Gibson (East region) and Richard Mason (West region) started with
Edmac at the end of 2018.
We restructured and strengthened our purchasing team by adding Martin
Smith and organized the team to focus on our core products.

Please indicate on the purchase order or on the shipping documents how you would like
your air end to be returned (collect, prepaid, trucking company/broker?). Also, we need a
“Ship to” address (Advise on shipping documents or Purchase order).

Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com
www.edmac.com

Your primary source for
the parts you need.
www.edmac.com | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Online Access

• Newly updated and refined website.
• User friendly search and identification of parts including
actual pictures of most parts.
• Search results with side by side comparison of OEM and
Edmac selected aftermarket parts.
• Our online services offer fast and secure purchasing.
• Real time stock status and part availability displayed
online.

Support

• Parts support for all major makes and models of air compressors
and vacuum pumps, vacuum pumps, dryers and blowers
• Part identification service – providing parts information from unit
model and serial.
• Airend overhaul services for nearly all oil flooded screw
compressors, including portables.
• Continuous stock of desiccants.
• We offer OEM or high quality aftermarket oils for compressors
and vacuums.

Operations
• Same Day shipments.

• Flexibility to stock for business partners.
• We offer shipping methods to suit your needs - express / regular /
alternative.
• International shipment via road, sea, air.
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• Our high shipping volumes allow us to offer very competative
transport cost
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Tagline

48
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Typefaces
The tagline can be used in any of the company typefaces
depending on the application that it is being used in. When the
tagline is used with the logo on the other hand, it should always be
in Biko unless separated enough to not be one image. The tagline
should not be used with the logo when using the logo with the URL.
When the logo with the URL is being used then the tagline can be
used has to be separate.

Sizing and Spacing

X
X

Colors
The Tagline can be used in any of the company colors and also in
black and white. Depending on the application will depend on what
color to use to have the most contrast and in certain situations
make it stand out. Tagline can be used on top of imagery as long
as the opacity is 50% or less and the contrast of the text is good
enough.

X

Minimum Size

1 1/2"
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How to Use Tag Line
The logo with the tagline should be used in situations where it isn’t
a professional document and is more for marketing purposes. The
Tagline is a fun way to display and create a identifying brand that is
recognizable. The tagline can be used in conjunction to the logo or
on its own but should always comply with the branding guidelines

r Sea
You
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Colors

Company Colors
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CMYK | 18 100 100 9
RGB | 188 32 38
#bc2026
PANTONE 3517 C
PANTONE 3546 U

CMYK | 81 33 3 0
RGB | 0 140 199
#008cc7

CMYK | 6 24 80 0
RGB | 239 192 80
#efc050

CMYK | 8 100 91 35
RGB | 132 21 31
#84151f

CMYK | 45 38 39 3
RGB | 146 143 142
#928f8e

CMYK | 22 18 18 0
RGB | 199 197 197
#c7c5c5
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Company Colors and Uses
Our main company color is the Edmac red. The Red should be used
for the majority of the company when a main color is needed. No
color should over power the Edmac red so that customers know
what color to associate us with. The Dark red, blue, yellow, gray,
and light gray are all accent colors and should be used in such a
way and never should be used more than the Edmac red. The other
two most common colors that should be used are black and white
with the Edmac Red. This should stay consistent throughout the
company to have a coherent consistent brand. This will make the
Edmac red the focal point and will be recognizable so that people
will still know that the Edmac red is for Edmac.

Your primary source for
the parts you need.

www.edmac.com | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Welcome to Edmac

Online Access

• Newly updated and refined website.
• User friendly search and identification of parts including
actual pictures of most parts.

To log in when visiting our site just click Login or My Account at the top of
every page, and then enter your email address and password.

• Search results with side by side comparison of OEM and
Edmac selected aftermarket parts.
• Our online services offer fast and secure purchasing.

Use the following values when prompted to log in:

• Real time stock status and part availability displayed
online.

Email:
Password:

Support

When you log in to your account, you will be able to do the following:

• Parts support for all major makes and models of air compressors
and vacuum pumps, vacuum pumps, dryers and blowers
• Part identification service – providing parts information from unit
model and serial.

Proceed through checkout faster when making a purchase
• Check the status of orders
• View past orders
• Make changes to your account information
• Change your password
• Store multiple Ship To addresses

• Airend overhaul services for nearly all oil flooded screw
compressors, including portables.
• Continuous stock of desiccants.
• We offer OEM or high quality aftermarket oils for compressors
and vacuums.

Operations

Thank you, Edmac Compressor Parts!

• Same Day shipments.

• Flexibility to stock for business partners.
• We offer shipping methods to suit your needs - express / regular /
alternative.

Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

• International shipment via road, sea, air.

Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Andrew Bardsley

Vice President | General Manager

Edmac Compressor Parts | Woodward Compressor Sales

Address 2101 Westinghouse Blvd. Suite D Charlotte, North Carolina 28273
E-mail
Phone
Mobile
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andrew.bardsley@edmac.com
+1 704 504 6871
+1 704 476 6576

• Our high shipping volumes allow us to offer very competative
transport cost

Meredith Smith

Marketing | Web Development

Edmac Compressor Parts / Performance Filtration
Address
Email
Direct
Mobile

11313 Steele Creek Road Charlotte, NC 28273
meredith.smith@edmac.com
1 704 504-4068
1 704 833-6094
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Company Typefaces
The company typefaces should be used at all times unless the
application of type does not allow the use of other typefaces. To
help prevent the typefaces from defaulting all documents should be
sent as pdf’s so that our branding can stay in tact and be consistent.
Biko

Regular

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Bold

Typography

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Rock Salt

Regular

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ

.,?!@#$%&*()<>
58
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Segoe UI

Light

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Semi Light

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Semi Light Italic

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Regular

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Italic

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Semi Bold

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Bold

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Black
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aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>

Use
When to use what Typeface
Biko

Biko should be used for all main headers and titles. Biko is our main
company typeface and when customers see that they should know
that it is Edmac drawing them back to our logo which is in Biko.
Biko bold should be used when more attention needs to be drawn
or the contrast isn’t good enough.
Rock Salt

Rock salt is our decorative type used sparingly but used to draw
attention to type and to bring a different element to documents.
Segoe UI

Segoe UI should be used for all other text when Biko and Rock Salt
isn’t being used
Depending on the application of type will depend on what variation
of Segoe UI you will use and sizes.
Body copy and regular text should be in Segoe and marketing
can approve the way type is being used to make sure it is staying
consistent to the Edmac brand.
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How to use Type

Other acceptable Type
When you can use other type faces other than the company typefaces.

Other types are allowed when our company typefaces aren’t
available to use. When this is the case Calibri should be used. Calibri
is a type face that resembles Segoe UI the best, so it will help the
branding stay as consistent as possible.
Calibri

Regular

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
Bold

aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiIjJkKlLmMnNoOpPqQrRsStTuUvVwWxXyYzZ
.,?!@#$%&*()<>
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The logo is a very important part of a brand and how it is displayed
to our customers. The logo will be displayed on many different
applications and they all should comply with the logo guidelines
for what you can and can’t do while using the logo. For all of the
different applications below there are examples of how the logo/
Brand is used.

Use of Logo/Marketing
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Documents
Our brand will be conveyed throughout Edmac. With all of our
documents we want our brand to be evident and represent who we
are and what we stand for. Keeping all of the documents consistent
and in line with our branding will keep everything consistent
and help customers to have brand and company recognition.
Depending on the document, some will have the URL, some with
Tagline and some with just the logo. This is determined from the
type of document that it is and also sizing to make sure it meets all
brand requirements.

Welcome to Edmac
To log in when visiting our site just click Login or My Account at the top of
every page, and then enter your email address and password.
Use the following values when prompted to log in:

Email:
Password:

When you log in to your account, you will be able to do the following:
Proceed through checkout faster when making a purchase
• Check the status of orders
• View past orders
• Make changes to your account information
• Change your password
• Store multiple Ship To addresses

Thank you, Edmac Compressor Parts!
Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com
www.edmac.com

Andrew Bardsley

Vice President | General Manager

Edmac Compressor Parts | Woodward Compressor Sales

Address 2101 Westinghouse Blvd. Suite D Charlotte, North Carolina 28273
E-mail
Phone
Mobile

andrew.bardsley@edmac.com
+1 704 504 6871
+1 704 476 6576

Meredith Smith

Marketing | Web Development

Edmac Compressor Parts / Performance Filtration
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Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Address
Email
Direct
Mobile

11313 Steele Creek Road Charlotte, NC 28273
meredith.smith@edmac.com
1 704 504-4068
1 704 833-6094
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Give Aways
Items that are given away to customers should be branded and
be something that represents our brand well. Promotional items
should have the logo that has the most contrast for the color the
item is. If the logo will be larger than 1 1/2 inches then it should
have the URL and if it isn’t that large then it should have the logo
without the URL. Clothing should not have the URL but can have
the Tag line if so choose to have that and the logo will be bigger
than 1 1/2 inches.
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Forms
Edmac’s forms are mostly all generated out of different systems
so those forms should be branded using the logo with the URL.
Any other forms not generated out of our sales systems should
be branded and follow our branding. These forms will be more
designed than the forms coming out of our sales system.

Air End Shipping
Check List

Air End Limited Warranty
Registration
Distributor Name and Address:

Position:
The air end should be positioned exactly how you take it out of the unit.
(Intake facing up). All control piping must be removed to prevent damage
during transport.

Sealing:
All ports should be sealed, especially the intake. This prevents any debris
from entering the air end during transport.

Strapping:
The air end should be securely strapped to the pallet or crated.

Pictures:
Take pictures before shipping in case any damage is done during
shipment. This will help with any possible shipping claims.

Packing Slip / Documents:
Packing slip / documents should be securely attached to the air end,
pallet or crate.

UNLESS AUTHORIZED, DO NOT SHIP COLLECT!

RMA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Edmac Compressor Parts
Dept 3246
PO Box 123246
Dallas, TX 75312-3246
USA
704-504-4063

RMA Number
1183743

Bill To:

Zip:
Phone:
Fax:
Contact Person:
Contact Email:

Zip:
Phone:
Fax:
Contact Person:
Contact Email:

Compressor Manufacturer:

Renewing Existing Warranty

Air End Failure Claim
In the event of an Air End Failure,
forward all previous work documentation
and oil sample from the failed
compressor to Edmac. The Distributor
will be contacted with any further
instructions.

The compressor must be maintained with genuine Edmac lubricant. Fluid change intervals are noted below per fluid. Actual fluid change
interval is to be determined by fluid sampling report, not to exceed maximum fluid change interval. Fluid samples must be taken 60
minutes of running time after an oil change, at six months (Food Grade at 3 months) and/or as requested by Edmac based on the oil
analysis report. Compressors contaminated with other fluids while under the Edmac Warranty Plan will require a system drain and refill
at the Distributors/Customers expense.

Select Compressor Lubricant:

Edmac 6000 (8,000 hours)

Gallons Held in Machine
Gallons Held in Machine

Ordered By: NAHUN ALVAREZ

117582

Customer ID:

PO Number

Taker

Ship Method

101336-3/27/2019 16:49:33

Description

Part Number

To complete the annual Warranty
Renewal process, simply complete
this form and return.

Horse Power:
Manufacture Date:
Hours on Compressor:

EDMAC COMPRESSOR PARTS
11313 STEELE CREEK RD
CHARLOTTE , NC 28273

Attn: Accounting Dept

Check one of the three options below and complete
Warranty Enrollment

Ship To:

701 N Dobson

(251) 937-5900

The Edmac Limited Warranty Plan must be renewed annually. Failure to follow the
terms and conditions will invalidate the Limited Warranty Plan.

Type of Facility:

Quincy Compressor
Bay Minette, AL 36507
US

Serial Number:

Model Number:

Page

RMA Date

1 of 1
3/27/2019 16:48:38
Reference Number(s)
Case 163401
Expiration Date: 5/11/2019 00:00:00

Customer Name and Address:

3003214705

{R} Air Filter Element. 4
Micron

MARSHA_PASLEY

Returned

-2

Original: 1153476
Total Lines: 1

List Price

BO

-2

68.34

UM

EA

Unit
Size

1.0

Unit
Price

34.79

Extended
Price

-69.58

1/29/2019 12:36:00

SUB-TOTAL:
TAX:
AMOUNT TENDERED :

-69.58

Total:

-69.58

0.00
0.00

U.S. Dollars
Parts marked with an {R} are Edmac Replacement Parts that meet or exceed the specification of their OEM equivalents while offering our
customers' savings; this is our speciality at Edmac. We are also happy to offer our customers genuine OEM parts if they are your preferred
solution. We have a Guaranteed Price Promise on all Replacement Parts.
All quotations are subject to our Terms and Conditions of Sale. A copy of which can be found at www.edmac.com/termsandconditions. You
can track your order at www.edmac.com/tracking.

Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:

Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:
Lubricant Batch Number:

Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Distributor Principal (print)
Distributor Principal (sign)
Customer Representative (sign)
Accepted by Edmac

Date
Date
Date

APPROVAL OF COMPRESSOR FOR WARRANTY BASED ON RECEIPT AND ACCEPTANCE OF
INITIAL OIL SAMPLE AND SHOCK PULSE MONITORING DATA

Disposition Legend:
B= Backorder
D=Direct Shipment from Edmac's Vendor
C=Cancelled

1183743

By signing below I understand and agree to the terms and conditions outlined above and in the Edmac
Warranty Plan, a copy of which was provided to me.

Welcome to Edmac
To log in when visiting our site just click Login or My Account at the top of
every page, and then enter your email address and password.
Use the following values when prompted to log in:

Email:
Password:

When you log in to your account, you will be able to do the following:
Proceed through checkout faster when making a purchase
• Check the status of orders
• View past orders
• Make changes to your account information
• Change your password
• Store multiple Ship To addresses

Thank you, Edmac Compressor Parts!
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Edmac Compressor Parts | 11313 Steele Creek Rd. Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com
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Digital Marketing
Digital marketing can include anything that it put in front of our
customers to promote them to do something. This can include
documents or graphics. All of these documents need to comply
with the brand and represent what Edmac stands for. We want
everything that is put out for our customers to see to be consistent
and cohesive with our brand and what Edmac is all about. Any
aspect of digital marketing that is separate from the website should
have the logo with the URL so that it is bringing more business to
our website and so that we have more ability to track business and
sales.

2018

- Select the West Coast Free Freight option under shipping methods at checkout

September 1st till the End of the Year
- Promotion runs for new order only placed on the website from September 1st
through the end of 2018

Coupon Code: gowest_2018

- Type coupon code in the comments for your order

*

Let Edmac do the heavy lifting and get free freight on us!
Shopping for Compressor Air Parts Made Simple

Your Air End Service

375 College St. Forsyth, GA 31029
Phone: 704-504-4063
Fax: 866-355-3383
email: po@edmac.com

7 Ways to Shorten Turn-Around Time:
1. Before shipping, cover all ports, especially the intake. Remove
all piping! Secure air end on pallet or ship in crate.
2. Include company name, contact person and phone number
(use e.g. Edmac packing slip).
3. Include make, model and serial number of the compressor
unit (not the air end). In case of a fast turn-around, we would
appreciate this information prior to receipt of the air end.
4. Always notify us prior to any direct shipments from your
customers to us.
5. Notify us in advance if the air end will be stored for a certain
period.
6. Provide us with a purchase order at your earliest possible
convenience.
7. Let us know how and to which address you would like the air
end returned.

3 Other Important Things:

WEST COAST

FREE FREIGHT
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www.edmac.com | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com

Minimum Order of $100.00

UPS Ground Shipments Only

Shipping insurance is mandatory when we return your air end
prepaid.
On receipt of your air end: Check for freight damage and notify
us immediately of any damage.
Return of the completed WARRANTY REGISTRATION is required
within 10 days of installation.
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Printed Marketing
Printed marketing is anything that is given out to customers that
promotes Edmac and what we are doing. Most of these documents
will be informative and can be used to support customers better
and help them know who we are. When we give out printed
marketing material it is normally for quick reference for customers
so having information that is easy to access and is clear, simple and
to the point. The logo with the URL is more important on these
documents so that the customer has that right in front of them and
it can bring people back to the website
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Quick Summary Card

www.edmac.com

Inquiringto
Edmac

IfyoualreadyhavetheEdmacorOEMpartnumberthenyoucanfindthepriceanddeliveryusing
QuickSearchtool,onourwebsite,asshowninexamplesbelow.
IfyouneedaquotebutdonothaveanOEMoraftermarketpartnumber,pleasesupplymodel,
serialnumberofmachineanddescriptionofthepartorpartsrequiredtoparts@edmac.com

Your Account
ontheWebsite

AccountInformation:MyAccount→MyAccountMenu→AccountInformation
OrderInformation:MyAccount→CustomerConnectMenu→AccountOrders→Clickontheorder
youwouldliketoseetheinformationon.
AccountInvoices:MyAccount→CustomerConnectMenu→AccountInvoices→Clickonthe
invoiceyouwouldliketosee.
AccountShipments:MyAccount→CustomerConnectMenu→AccountShipments→Clickonthe
orderthatyouwouldliketotgettrackingandShippinginformationfor
AccountRMA’s:MyAccount→CustomerConnectMenu→AccountRMA’s→Clickonthe
individualRMAtogetmoreinformationandseeifreturnwasapproved.

QuickSearch

UseQuicksearchtofindthepartsyouarelookingforquickerandgetacomparisonofOEMto
aftermarketpartsthatyoucanorder.

ShoppingList

AnEdmacSalesRepcanQuoteyouonthewebsiteandyoucanfindtheseQuotesintheshopping
listonthewebsitewhereyouwillbeabletoseetheOEMtoaftermarketcomparisonsandalsoadd
thepartsyouwanttoyoucartandplaceyourorderfromthewebsite.

Edmac Compressor Parts | 2101 Westinghouse Blvd. Suite D Charlotte, NC 28273 | (800) 866-2959 | parts@edmac.com
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Trade Shows
When exhibiting at trade shows, we want our booth to stand out
and be a good representation of who Edmac is, what we do and
who we are. Keeping our booth looking professional we want to
have our logo with the URL present and something that stands
out. Everything within the trade show should comply with branding
guidelines from the booth itself to the promotional items to our
sales team. Our booth will be simple yet professional so that it puts
across the right message to our vendors and customers.
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Sales Attire
Company Sales attire is anything worn by the company that has
the logo on it. These items should either have embroidery for
things like hats and polos and t-shirts can be screen printed. Any
logo on clothing should be high contrast and just be the logo to
make professional. If Item needs the tag line then it should follow
brand guidelines or be separated from the logo in a separate area
on the article of clothing. When getting clothing that has the logo
everything should be one of the Edmac colors with the addition
of black and white. This will help keep the brand more consistent
across the board.
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actual size 3.25”w
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Social Media
Social media is another way to get in front of our customers. This
type of marketing gets Customers, Vendors and even employees
involved in what is going on and a more fun way to stay in front
of everyone. Social media should also comply with all branding
guidelines so that it represents our company the way it should be.
Social media is a less professional way to get out to those people
and can be more fun in the way of portraying information across
our company to everyone.
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